Ukrainian National Suzuki Association (UNSA)
Update 6 June 2022
Dear friends!
Thanks to your support, Ukrainian teachers were able to resume their studies.
Ukrainian children received musical instruments. Ukrainian teachers who lost
their jobs received financial support.
You helped the teachers buy the things they needed for the lessons.
Financial aid for Ukrainian Suzuki teachers who were evacuated to Europe
and stay in Ukraine:
- 7,025 UAH for Liudmyla Basovska (Suzuki violin teacher from Kyiv; now she is
in Poland), buying equipment for online lessons with students.
- 7,000 UAH for Oleksandra Pershyna (Suzuki piano teacher from Kharkiv; now
she is in Spain), buying equipment for online lessons with students.
- 11,999 UAH for Olha Skuridina (Suzuki violin teacher from Severodonetsk;
now she is in Poland), buying a tablet for online lessons.
- 6000 UAH humanitarian aid for a large family from Sumy, who are currently in
Estonia
- 6000 UAH financial support for student Yana Bundziak from Kolomyia, IvanoFrankivsk region. She is now in Poland, and had the opportunity to attend an
international concert in Copenhagen
We continue to buy violins for children who ended up in other regions of
Ukraine or abroad:
- 3,500 UAH buying a violin 4/4 for Roman Lebid from Kyiv.
- 4,000 UAH buying a violin for Mykyta Borshch from Ukraiinka, Kyiv region.
Now he is in Denmark.
- 2,100 UAH buying a violin for Milana Kondratiuk from Kyiv, now she is in
Germany.
- 2,010 UAH buying a violin for Olena Diakiv from Lviv region, now she is in
Italy.
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We have on my own bank accounts:
359 EUR and 4,059 UAH
We have in the UNSA bank account:
- 78,317 UAH (including 20,544 UAH was the money that was in the UNSA bank
account before war. We are gradually transferring money in currency to this
hryvnia account).
- 12,898 GBP from justgiving, gofundme, from a global fundraiser, from TERI
teachers in Japan, with help from Anna Sibley and Ruth Miura.
- 12,172 EUR (including 500 EUR from Austrian Suzuki Institute; 188 EUR Violetta Anciene/Vilnius; 100 EUR from Celmillere Kristine/Latvia)
Dear friends! Now in Ukraine students have a vacation. We plan to use the
money to organize music workshops for children in Ukraine, as well as for the
participation of our teachers in the workshop in Poland. Thank you very much
for supporting us!
We will definitely survive!
With love,
Nataliia Koptienkova, Chair of UNSA.
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